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TUNTO STRUKTUURITAPETTI, TEXTURE WALLPAPER
DESCRIPTION

Embossed paintable wallpaper made of polyester cellulose fiber.

RECOMMENDED USES

Surface material for walls in dry interior spaces.

PRODUCT FEATURES

A paintable interior substrate for smooth or leveled concrete, plaster, chipboard
and wood fiber board surfaces as well as cardboard faced gypsum board
surfaces, for repair and new painting sites according to instructions.

The above information is not intended to be exhaustive or complete. The information is based on laboratory tests and practical experience, and it is
given to the best of our knowledge. The quality of the product is ensured by our operational system, based on the requirements of ISO 9001 and
ISO 14001. As manufacturer we cannot control the conditions under which the product is being used or the many factors that have an effect on the
use and application of the product. We disclaim liability for any damages caused by using the product against our instructions or for inappropriate
purposes. We reserve the right to change the given information unilaterally without notice.
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TUNTO STRUKTUURITAPETTI, TEXTURE WALLPAPER
TECHNICAL DATA
Paint product group 2012

T432.2 Maalausalustat

Technical data

Volume solids

65 %

The above information is not intended to be exhaustive or complete. The information is based on laboratory tests and practical experience, and it is
given to the best of our knowledge. The quality of the product is ensured by our operational system, based on the requirements of ISO 9001 and
ISO 14001. As manufacturer we cannot control the conditions under which the product is being used or the many factors that have an effect on the
use and application of the product. We disclaim liability for any damages caused by using the product against our instructions or for inappropriate
purposes. We reserve the right to change the given information unilaterally without notice.
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TUNTO STRUKTUURITAPETTI, TEXTURE WALLPAPER
APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS
Surface preparation
Remove dirt and dust from the unpainted surfaces. Fill the surfaces with a suitable Tikkurila Presto filler, if needed, and
sand the dried surface. Remove sanding dust.
Painted surfaces:
Wash previously painted surfaces with Maalipesu cleaning agent and rinse carefully with water. Remove any old flaky and
loose paint. Fill any cracks, holes and roughness with a suitable Presto filler. Sand the dried surface. Sand hard and
glossy painted surfaces matt and remove the sanding dust.
Wallpapered surfaces:
Remove the wallpaper. Fill any cracks and holes with Presto LF renovation filler. Sand and prime the surfaces. Continue
treatment following the instructions given above.
Priming
Apply one coat of primer with Varma primer or Luja Yleispohjamaali universal primer.
Spread an even layer of glue suitable for non-woven wallpaper (e.g. Kiilto Oy’s Nowo Seinäliima wall adhesive) onto the
dried wall surface, the width of one wallpaper roll at a time.
Attach the Tunto texture wallpaper onto the glued surface tightly, removing any air bubbles, using either a wallpaper brush
or a wallpaper trowel. Place the edges, that have been cut ready at the factory, together into a so-called butt joint.
Immediately wipe off any effusive glue with a moist sponge or clean cloth. Trim the ends of the wallpapers with a snap-off
knife.
The finishing coat can be applied as soon as Tunto texture wallpaper has completely dried onto the surface, in
approximately 12 hours at the earliest, depending on the conditions. Paint 1-2 coats with, for example, Harmony or
another Tikkurila water-borne interior wall paint according to instructions. Paint coverage approx. 5 m²/l.
Tunto texture wallpaper is also suitable for treatment with transparent products, such as Harmony effect finish or Taika
pearl glaze. This leaves the embossing visible as slightly lighter than the background. Glazes can be spread with a roller
and immediately crisscrossed with a brush. Note that the substrate must be a uniform-color because the wallpaper is
semi-transparent.
Note! Wallpaper fixed with Nowo Seinäliima wall adhesive can later be removed with Kiilto Oy’s Tapetinpoistoaine
wallpaper remover.

The above information is not intended to be exhaustive or complete. The information is based on laboratory tests and practical experience, and it is
given to the best of our knowledge. The quality of the product is ensured by our operational system, based on the requirements of ISO 9001 and
ISO 14001. As manufacturer we cannot control the conditions under which the product is being used or the many factors that have an effect on the
use and application of the product. We disclaim liability for any damages caused by using the product against our instructions or for inappropriate
purposes. We reserve the right to change the given information unilaterally without notice.
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TUNTO STRUKTUURITAPETTI, TEXTURE WALLPAPER
EN 15102:2007+A1:2011

Tikkurila Oyj
Kuninkaalantie 1
FI-01300 Vantaa
13
TIK-1690-5004
EN 15102:2007+A1:2011
Decorative wall covering.
Release of formaldehyde

Approved

Thermal resistance

NPD

Reaction to fire

D-s3,d2 (CWFT)

Release of other dangerous substances:
- of heavy metals and specific elements Approved
- of vinyl chloride monomer (VCM)

Approved

Sound absorption

NPD

The above information is not intended to be exhaustive or complete. The information is based on laboratory tests and practical experience, and it is
given to the best of our knowledge. The quality of the product is ensured by our operational system, based on the requirements of ISO 9001 and
ISO 14001. As manufacturer we cannot control the conditions under which the product is being used or the many factors that have an effect on the
use and application of the product. We disclaim liability for any damages caused by using the product against our instructions or for inappropriate
purposes. We reserve the right to change the given information unilaterally without notice.

